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Abstract Explainable recommendation has attracted increasing attention from researchers.
The existing methods, however, often suffer from two defects. One is the lack of quantitative
fine-grained explanations why a user chooses an item, which likely makes recommendations
unconvincing. The other one is that the fine-grained information such as aspects of item is
not effectively utilized for making recommendations. In this paper, we investigate the prob-
lem of making quantitatively explainable recommendation at aspect level. It is a nontrivial
task due to the challenges on quantitative evaluation of aspect and fusing aspect informa-
tion into recommendation. To address these challenges, we propose an Aspect-based Matrix
Factorization model (AMF), which is able to improve the accuracy of rating prediction by
collaboratively decomposing the rating matrix with the auxiliary information extracted from
aspects. To quantitatively evaluate aspects, we propose two metrics: User Aspect Preference
(UAP) and Item Aspect Quality (IAQ), which quantify user preference to a specific aspect
and the review sentiment of item on an aspect, respectively. By UAP and IAQ, we can quan-
titatively explain why a user chooses an item. To achieve information incorporation, we
assemble UAPs and IAQs into two matrices UAP Matrix (UAPM) and IAQ Matrix (IAQM),
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respectively, and fuse UAPM and IAQM as constraints into the collaborative decomposi-
tion of item rating matrix. The extensive experiments conducted on real datasets verify the
recommendation performance and explanatory ability of our approach.

Keywords Explainable recommendation · Recommender system · Matrix factorization

1 Introduction

Explainable recommendation has been attracting increasing attention in recent years [42].
The existing methods for explainable recommendation [1, 21, 42] often suffer from two
defects. One is the lack of quantitative fine-grained explanations why a user chooses an
item, which likely leads to less convincing recommendations. The other one is that fine-
grained information is not effectively fused into the process of recommendation, and there
is still room to improve the accuracy of rating prediction.

Recently, some methods utilizing aspect information extracted from review text have
been proposed [10, 22, 39, 46], where two types of aspects are defined. One is defined as
a noun word or phrase representing an item feature [10, 46]. The other type of aspect is
defined as a set of words that characterize a topic of item in the reviews [22, 39]. Existing
methods generally exploit the first type of aspect for explainable recommendation, which
makes it hard to contrastively analyze recommendatory reasons because aspects may be
different among different items. Figure 1 gives an illustration of the second type of aspect,
from which we can observe that the user focuses two aspects of the item: the operation
aspect and the price aspect. When we recommend this item to user with corresponding
aspect evaluation, it will strengthen the recommendatory persuasion.

In this paper, we investigate the problem of making quantitatively explainable rec-
ommendation at aspect level, where we take the second definition of aspect since item
topic is able to offer fine-grained aspect information for more convincing explainable
recommendations. However, it is a nontrivial task due to the following challenges.

• Quantitative Evaluation of Aspect In order to make recommendatory explanation
more convincing, we need to quantitatively evaluate aspects. Even if two users assign
the same overall rating score for an item, they possibly have different preferences to
aspects. For example, suppose two users book rooms of the same hotel and they assign
the same rating score for the item. One of them may care more about the location aspect,
and the other may mainly consider the service aspect. Similarly, for two items that have

Figure 1 Aspect example
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the same overall rating score, their review sentiment on each aspect may be different.
We need to capture the differences at aspect level.

• Fusing Aspect Information into Recommendation Rating prediction is the important
task in recommendation. Review text provides a wealth of relevant information beyond
ratings. How to combine aspect information learned from review text with current rec-
ommendation technique for improving the accuracy of rating prediction is a challenge.
We need a suitable approach to incorporate these aspect evaluation information.

To address these challenges, in this paper, we propose an Aspect-based Matrix Factoriza-
tion model, called AMF. The main idea of AMF is fusing auxiliary aspect information into
matrix factorization to improve the accuracy of rating prediction. Figure 2 shows the work
flow of AMF, which contains two parts. In the first part, to quantitatively evaluate aspects,
we propose two metrics: User Aspect Preference (UAP) and Item Aspect Quality (IAQ).
UAP reveals user preference to a specific aspect and IAQ assesses the review sentiment
of item on a specific aspect. By UAP and IAQ, we can quantitatively explain why a user
chooses an item. We assemble UAPs and IAQs into two matrices UAP Matrix (UAPM) and
IAQ Matrix (IAQM), respectively. UAPM and IAQM code the auxiliary aspect information
which are used as constraints fused into the factorization of item rating matrix, as shown in
the second part in Figure 2. By collaboratively decomposing original rating matrix with the
auxiliary information extracted from aspects, AMF is able to improve the accuracy of rating
prediction.

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

1. We propose an Aspect-based Matrix Factorization model (AMF) for explainable rec-
ommendation, which can improve the accuracy of rating prediction by fusing auxiliary
information extracted from aspects into the factorization of item rating matrix.

2. We propose two metrics, User Aspect Preference (UAP) and Item Aspect Quality
(IAQ), by which we can quantify the user preference to an aspect and assess the review
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Figure 2 The work flow of AMF
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sentiment of item on an aspect, so as to make the recommendations explainable and
convincing.

3. The extensive experiments conducted on real datasets verify the recommendation
performance and explanatory ability of our approach.

In the rest of the paper, we describe the details of aspect evaluation in Section 2. The
details of AMF are presented in Section 3. We analyze the experimental results in Section 4.
We review the related works in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6. Table 1 summarizes
the notations used in this paper.

2 Aspect evaluation

In this section, we present how to quantitatively evaluate aspects based on review dataset.
At first we formally define the aspect as follows:

Definition 1 (Aspect): An aspect A is a set of related words that characterize a topic of
item in reviews,

A = {w1, ..., wJA} (wi ∈ V, 1 ≤ i ≤ JA), (1)

Table 1 Notations

Symbol Description

A aspect

M the number of users

N the number of items

L the number of aspects

K the number of latent factors

D the highest rating score in dataset

pA
m the preference of user m to aspect A

cAm the mentioned number of aspect A in all reviews of user m

cm the review number of user m

qA
n the review sentiment of item n on aspect A

aAn the attention factor of item n on aspect A
sAn the sentiment factor of item n on aspect A
cAn the mentioned number of aspect A in all reviews of item n

cn the review number of item n

rn the average rating of item n

R the rating matrix of user-item, R ∈ R
M×N

P User Aspect Preference Matrix (UAPM), P ∈ R
M×L

Q Item Aspect Quality Matrix (IAQM), Q ∈ R
N×L

U user latent factor matrix, U ∈ R
M×K

V item latent factor matrix, V ∈ R
N×K

X latent factor matrix between P and U , X ∈ R
L×K

Y latent factor matrix between Q and V , Y ∈ R
L×K
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where wi is a word in vocabulary V of review dataset and JA is the number of related words
of aspect A. For example, “music”, “sound”, and “singing” are related words on music
aspect.

According to the concept of aspect, we extract aspects (denoted by A1, ..., AL) from
review dataset and map the words of each review onto corresponding aspects. For the first
purpose, we leverage Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [41] to model the topics of review
dataset. By LDA, we obtain the topics and their corresponding topic words, and we regard
each topic in LDA as an aspect. We will further discuss the influence of aspect number in
Section 4.2. To map words of each review into corresponding aspects, we utilize Aspect
Segmentation Algorithm (ASA) proposed by Wang et al. [39] and use the topic words as
keywords of corresponding aspect in the input of ASA.

Intuitively, users have different preferences to different aspects. Likewise, for items, dif-
ferent reviews have different sentimental orientation for different aspects. For example,
some people may comment the color aspect of an item with positive words like “beauti-
ful”, while some other people may comment it with negative words like “ugly”. Inspired
by these observations, we propose two metrics: User Aspect Preference (UAP) and Item
Aspect Quality (IAQ), to measure the user preference to an aspect and the review sentiment
of one item on an aspect, respectively. The formal definitions of UAP and IAQ are given as
follows:

Definition 2 (User Aspect Preference (UAP)): The preference of user m to aspect A is
defined as:

pA
m = cAm

cm

× (D − 1)

1 + e−cm
+ 1, (2)

where cAm is the mentioned times of aspect A in all reviews of user m, and cm is the review
number of user m.

cAm
cm

reflects the preference degree of user m to aspect A, i.e., the importance of aspect A
to user m. The more the user cares about an aspect, the more that aspect is mentioned. To
depict user preference more accurately, we exploit a logistic function to regularize cm. We

rescale cAm
cm

× 1
1+e−cm into value range [1, D), where D is assigned 5 in correspondence with

the highest rating score in many real recommender systems.

Definition 3 (Item Aspect Quality (IAQ)): The review sentiment of item n on aspect A is
defined as:

qA
n = aA

n × sAn , (3)

where aA
n is the attention factor and sAn is the sentiment factor.

Equation (4) and (5) below give the computational formulas of aA
n and sAn . aA

n and sAn
reveal collective attention (i.e., concerned degree) and sentiment (i.e., satisfied degree) of
users who review item n on aspect A respectively. The aA

n is defined as:

aA
n = cAn

cn

× 1

1 + e−cn
, (4)

where cAn is the mentioned times of aspect A in all reviews of item n and cn is the review
number of item n.
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cAn
cn

reflects concerned degree of aspect A for item n. The more the aspect is mentioned,
the larger the fraction is. To depict concerned degree more accurately, we exploit a logistic
function to regularize cn. The value range of aA

n is [0, 1].
The sAn is defined as:

sAn =
JA∑

j=1

β
A,wj
n × f

A,wj
n , (5)

where β
A,wj
n is the sentiment score of word wj related to aspect A of item n and f

A,wj
n is

the frequency of word wj related to aspect A of item n.

In order to compute β
A,wj
n , we use the context-aware model Latent Rating Regression

(LRR) [39], which explores the sentiment score of the word by considering contextual fac-
tors instead of directly assigning the constant sentiment score from lexicon in previous
work [2]. In LRR, rn (the average rating of item n) is assumed to be a sample drawn from a
Gaussian distribution:

rn ∼ N(

L∑

i=1

αAi
n

JAi∑

j=1

β
Ai ,wj
n f

Ai ,wj
n , δ2), (6)

where α
Ai
n and δ2 are weight of aspect Ai for item n and variance, respectively. By LRR, we

get sAn valued in the range of [1, D], where D is the highest rating score in real recommender
system. With aA

n and sAn , we can calculate qA
n .

We assemble UAPs and IAQs into two matrices UAP Matrix (UAPM) and IAQ Matrix
(IAQM), which are formally defined as follows:

Definition 4 (User Aspect Preference Matrix (UAPM)): The UAPM, denoted by P , is a
matrix of RM×L, where M is the number of users and L is the number of aspects. The cell

at ith row and j th column of P is denoted by P i,j , P i,j = p
Aj

i , 1 ≤ i ≤ M, 1 ≤ j ≤ L.

Definition 5 (Item Aspect Quality Matrix (IAQM)): The IAQM, denoted by Q, is a
matrix of RN×L, where N is the number of items and L is the number of aspects. The cell

at ith row and j th column of Q is denoted by Qi,j , Qi,j = q
Aj

i , 1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ L.

3 Aspect-based matrix factorization

In this section, we present the details of Aspect-based Matrix Factorization model (AMF)
by which a rating prediction can be made. As we have mentioned, our straightforward idea
is to fuse auxiliary information extracted from aspects into the factorization of the original
rating matrix. In other words, AMF collaboratively decomposes original rating matrix with
UAPM and IAQM. Following the general idea of matrix factorization [17], AMF assumes
that the original rating matrix can be reconstructed by two low rank latent factor matrices:
R ≈ R̂ = UV T , where R ∈ R

M×N is the original rating matrix and R̂ ∈ R
M×N is the

reconstructed rating matrix. U ∈ R
M×K is the user latent factor matrix, and a row vector of

U implicitly represents the preferences of one user, where K is the number of latent factors.
V ∈ R

N×K is the item latent factor matrix, and a row vector of V represents the inherent

World Wide Web (2019) 22:221–240226 



properties of one item. Naively, AMF generates the matrices U and V by minimizing the
following optimization objective:

J (U , V ) = 1

2
‖R − UV T ‖2

F + λ

2
(‖U‖2

F + ‖V ‖2
F ). (7)

In Equation (7), there is only the observed rating information of items (represented by
R) used for approximating U and V . In order to approximate U and V more accurately,
we fuse UAPM (represented by P ) and IAQM (represented by Q) as constraints into the
collaborative decomposition of R. P can be factorized as P = UXT , where X ∈ R

L×K

is a latent factor matrix. Note that P shares U with R. Q can be factorized as Q = V YT ,
where Y ∈ R

L×K is another latent factor matrix. Similarly, Q shares V with R. The idea
here is that the rating information of item, which is represented by matrix R, through U and
V , can fuse with the user preference information on aspects and item sentiment information
on aspects, which are represented by P and Q. By fusing auxiliary information extracted
from aspects, AMF is able to reconstruct the original rating matrix R more accurately so as
to improve the accuracy of rating prediction.
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By fusing the aspect information, we can redefine the optimization objective of AMF as
to minimize the following function:

J (U , V ,X,Y ) = 1
2‖R − UV T ‖2

F + γ1
2 ‖P − UXT ‖2

F + γ2
2 ‖Q − V YT ‖2

F
+ λ1

2 (‖U‖2
F + ‖V ‖2

F + ‖X‖2
F + ‖Y‖2

F),
(8)

where ‖ · ‖F represents Frobenius norm. The first term of the right side of Equation (8)
controls the factorization error of R; the second term regulates the error of factorization of
P ; the third term controls the error of factorization of Q; and the last term is the regularizing
term used to avoid overfitting. γ1, γ2 and λ1 are parameters controlling the contributions of
different parts.

Algorithm 1 gives the procedures of AMF, where a local minima of J is obtained
through an iterative process of gradient descent, and the gradients of objective function are
given by the following equations:

∂UJ = (UV T − R)V + γ1(UXT − P )X + λ1U ,

∂V J = (UV T − R)T U + γ2(V Y T − Q)Y + λ1V ,

∂XJ = γ1(UXT − P )T U + λ1X,

∂Y J = γ2(V Y T − Q)T V + λ1Y .

4 Experiment

In this section, we present the details of the experiments conducted on real datasets. We first
determine the number L of aspects and the number K of latent factors, and then verify the
performance of AMF. At last, we perform several case studies to show the explainability of
AMF and the ability of AMF to capture differences of users and items at aspect level. The
experiments are executed on a Windows 7 PC with an Intel Core CPU of 3.3 GHz and 16
GB RAM, and all algorithms are implemented in Python.

4.1 Settings

4.1.1 Dataset

Our experiments are conducted on two real datasets. The first dataset is TripAdvisor
which contains over 178K hotel reviews [39]. The second dataset is an Amazon review
dataset containing over 231K video game reviews [9, 23]. The statistics of the two datasets
are presented in Table 2. The density is computed by formula: #Reviews

#Users×#I tems
, where

#Reviews, #Users and #Items are the review number, the user number and the item number,
respectively. From Table 2, one can observe that data is extremely sparse.

Table 2 The statistics of datasets

Dataset #Users #Items #Reviews Density

TripAdvisor 145318 1759 178616 0.07%

Amazon 24303 10672 231780 0.09%

World Wide Web (2019) 22:221–240228 



4.1.2 Baselines

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of AMF, we compare it with five baseline meth-
ods: (1) Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (PMF) [25] PMF is a matrix factorization that
outperforms traditional memory-based algorithms on the large sparse rating matrix. (2)
Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [18] NMF approximates an original rating matrix
by factorizing it as a product of two nonnegative matrices, which makes rating predic-
tion without utilizing review data. (3) LDAMF [19] LDAMF leverages the information in
reviews with LDA model and regards topic distribution of each item as latent factors of cor-
responding item in a matrix factorization. (4) Hidden Factors as Topics (HFT) [21] HFT
jointly models reviews and ratings, which combines the topic distribution over reviews and
latent factor vectors obtained by a matrix factorization by using an exponential transforma-
tion function. (5) Explicit Factor Model (EFM) [43] EFM integrates explicit and implicit
features into a factor model based on phrase-level sentiment analysis.

4.1.3 Model evaluation

We use Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) to evaluate the
prediction accuracy of AMF, which are defined as follows:

RMSE =
√∑n

i=1(yi − ŷi )2

n
, (9)

MAE =
∑n

i=1

∣∣yi − ŷi

∣∣
n

, (10)

where yi and ŷi are the true and estimated rating scores, respectively, and n is the number
of instances in the test set.

4.2 Sensitiveness of parameter

We first determine the hyper-parameters of (8) by a grid search in the range of (0, 1] with
a step size of 0.05. As a result, the hyper-parameters γ1, γ2 and λ1 are set to 0.6, 0.1,
0.05, respectively. Then we investigate the sensitiveness of the number L of aspects and the
number K of latent factors.
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Figures 3 and 4 show the RMSEs and MAEs of AMF over L = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. We
can see that the RMSE and MAE over the both two real datasets achieve the minimum when
L = 5, so we choose the value 5 as the aspect number for the two datasets in the following
experiments.

We tune K from 5 to 50, and Figures 5 and 6 show the effects of different values of K .
The RMSE and MAE of AMF, on TripAdvisor dataset and Amazon dataset, achieve the
minimum at 20 and 35, respectively. Thus we choose the values 20 and 35 as the number
of latent factors on TripAdvisor dataset and Amazon dataset in the following experiments,
respectively.

4.3 Prediction accuracy

We split each dataset into training set and testing set with a ratio of 8:2. We repeat experi-
ments ten times and use the average as the final prediction result. AMF outperforms baseline
methods significantly at the 0.01 level in terms of paired t-test. The prediction results on the
two datasets are shown in Figures 7 and 8, from which we can see that the RMSE and MAE
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Table 3 RMSE and MAE comparisons of different percentages of test set on Amazon and TripAdvisor
datasets

Metric Method Amazon TripAdvisor

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

RMSE NMF 1.156 1.175 1.186 1.208 1.264 1.236 1.246 1.249 1.251 1.253

PMF 1.192 1.205 1.206 1.217 1.243 1.227 1.232 1.235 1.236 1.238

LDAMF 1.158 1.161 1.168 1.169 1.172 1.206 1.211 1.213 1.214 1.219

HFT 1.138 1.154 1.193 1.223 1.230 1.144 1.145 1.147 1.185 1.187

EFM 1.119 1.129 1.152 1.183 1.224 1.108 1.113 1.121 1.148 1.172

AMF 1.102 1.107 1.112 1.121 1.148 1.096 1.101 1.104 1.114 1.119

MAE NMF 0.886 0.904 0.914 0.933 0.983 0.942 0.952 0.955 0.957 0.960

PMF 0.952 0.959 0.961 0.965 0.975 0.931 0.938 0.939 0.940 0.941

LDAMF 0.910 0.911 0.913 0.918 0.919 0.913 0.917 0.918 0.919 0.924

HFT 0.869 0.881 0.892 0.921 0.947 0.874 0.875 0.876 0.912 0.916

EFM 0.829 0.835 0.847 0.863 0.891 0.855 0.857 0.861 0.887 0.904

AMF 0.817 0.821 0.823 0.826 0.841 0.838 0.839 0.840 0.843 0.846

of AMF on both datasets are significantly lower than the RMSE and MAE of the baseline
methods. The reasons can be analyzed as follows:

1. In contrast with PMF and NMF, AMF makes rating prediction by fusing auxiliary infor-
mation extracted from reviews, which is significant for improving the accuracy of rating
prediction.

2. Although LDAMF and HFT also make rating prediction based on the models incorpo-
rating auxiliary information extracted from reviews, unlike AMF, they do not take into
consideration sentiment information which is yet helpful to supplement user profile.

3. Compared to AMF, EFM may be suffering from the lack of explicit features of users or
items, which leads to information missing for the construction of profile. AMF models
aspects rather than features, which can alleviate this problem because each aspect in
AMF contains a certain amount of related words, i.e., explicit features.

We also conduct experiments with different percentages of test set for each compared
method. As shown in Table 3, AMF outperforms all baseline methods.

4.4 Case studies

We first verify the explainability of AMF, and then we show the ability of AMF to capture
differences of users and items at aspect level.

4.4.1 Explainability

In this section, we first propose a new metric Satisfaction Degree on Aspects (SDA) to
measure user satisfaction on aspects. Then we give two case studies to show how AMF
explains the recommendation results by SDA. Finally, we make statistics to investigate the
explainability on the two datasets.
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Figure 9 The distribution of p
Ai
m over all aspects on Amazon and TripAdvisor datasets

To evaluate the overall satisfaction degree of one user on aspects toward the specified
item, we propose a new metric, Satisfaction Degree on Aspects (SDA), which is defined as

SDA =

L∑

i=1

wAi
m × qAi

n

L∑

i=1

wAi
m × M

qAi

, (11)

where w
Ai
m = p

Ai
m −Npm

Mpm−Npm
if Mpm �= Npm (1 ≤ i ≤ L,w

Ai
m ∈ [0, 1]), otherwise, w

Ai
m = 1,

and Mpm and Npm are the maximum value of p
Ai
m and the minimum value of p

Ai
m , respec-

tively. Figure 9 shows the distribution of p
Ai
m over all aspects on the two datasets where the

horizontal axis represents the aspects, and the vertical axis represents the ratio of the data
points that fall into each interval of p

Ai
m . From Figure 9, we can see that the ratio of each

interval is nonzero, which indicates that SDA is a reliable metric for the user satisfaction as
there are no outlier data points that can dominate the value of p

Ai
m . In SDA, w

Ai
m measures

the relative importance of aspect Ai for user m. MqAi is the upper bound of q
Ai
n . Here the

idea of SDA is to measure the gap between the aspect sentiment of the recommended item
and the aspect sentiment of user expected item.

We follow the idea that the explainability of recommendation is generally evaluated by
examples [10, 38]. We give two case studies described as follows:

1. The first case study is conducted on TripAdvisor dataset. Table 4 shows the UAPs
of a sampled user (user name: Jerri Blank) and the IAQs of two items reviewed by

Table 4 The UAPs of the user and the IAQs of the two items on TripAdvisor dataset

Object Room Location Service Traffic Furniture

User: Jerri Blank 4.69 3.77 4.38 2.82 3.08

Item1: Hotel 208453 4.82 4.12 4.68 3.63 3.36

Item2: Hotel 230114 3.15 4.53 2.94 1.98 3.46
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Figure 10 The visualization of the data in Tables 4 and 5

the user (item1 name: Hotel 208453 and item2 name: Hotel 230114) on TripAdvisor
dataset. In Table 4, “Room”, “Location”, “Service”, “Traffic”, “Furniture” are the five
aspects extracted from TripAdvisor dataset. To quantitatively analyze the user satisfac-
tion degree toward the two items, according to (11), we compute SDA toward the two
items: SDAitem1 = 0.913, and SDAitem2 = 0.676. In result, SDAitem1 > SDAitem2,
which shows that the user is more satisfied with the aspects of item1. In addition,
Figure 10a gives the visualization of the data in Table 4. Intuitively, from Figure 10a, it
can be seen that the user cares most about “Room” aspect and “Service” aspect, where
item1 is much stronger than item2. Although item2 is a little bit stronger on “Location”
aspect than item1, the user cares a bit less about this aspect. Thus, the user is more
likely satisfied with item1 because it has superiority of the IAQs, which is coincident
with the comparison result of SDA. Actually, compared to item2, the predicted overall
rating of the user toward item1 is higher, which is consistent with the ground truth.

2. The second case study is conducted on Amazon dataset. The sampled data is exhib-
ited in Table 5. According to (11), we compute SDA of the user toward the two items
in Table 5: SDAitem1 = 0.799, and SDAitem2 = 0.619. In result, SDAitem1 >

SDAitem2, which reveals that the user is more satisfied with the aspects of item1. Addi-
tionally, Figure 10b gives the visualization of the data in Table 5. From Figure 10b, it
can be seen that “Vision” is the most important aspect to the user, where item1 is much
stronger than item2. Although item2 is much stronger on “Music” aspect than item1,
this is the aspect that the user cares the least. Thus, the user is more likely satisfied with
item1 because it has superiority of the IAQs, which is coincident with the comparison
result of SDA. In comparison to item2, the predicted overall rating of the user toward
item1 is higher, which is consistent with the ground truth.

Table 5 The UAPs of the user and the IAQs of the two items on Amazon dataset

Object Device Vision Music Character Operation

User: R. Garrelts 3.22 4.43 1.48 2.59 3.61

Item1: B000038IFX 3.96 4.66 2.14 3.52 3.35

Item2: B000BKHYM6 2.56 3.11 3.02 3.74 3.17
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The two case studies demonstrate that AMF can help users to contrastively analyze the
fine-grained differences between different recommended items.

Finally, we make statistics to investigate the consistence of predicted overall rating and
SDA, namely, whether or not one item of higher predicted overall rating has higher SDA.
Without loss of generalization, we assume that one user assigns item A higher overall rating
than item B. If SDAitemA > SDAitemB , it is Positive Satisfaction; otherwise, Negative
Satisfaction. We take two steps to fulfill the test. First, for each user in test sets of the two
datasets, we randomly select two items. One of them is assigned an overall rating less than
4 and the other is assigned an overall rating equal to or greater than 4. Then we calculate the
ratio of Positive Satisfaction for the two datasets by formula: #Positive Satisf action

#user
, where

#Positive Satisf action and #user are the number of Positive Satisfaction and the number
of users, respectively. We repeat the test five times and use the average as the final statistical
result. The ratios of Positive Satisfaction on Amazon dataset and TripAdvisor dataset are
84.31% and 79.12%, respectively. It indicates that most items of higher overall rating have
higher satisfaction degree on aspects. In other words, these items suit the taste of users. At
the same time, a few items of lower overall rating might also have higher satisfaction degree
on aspects, which is because that some users may be satisfied with part of aspects of one
item even if they assign a lower overall rating to that item.

4.4.2 Capturing user preference to aspects

As we have mentioned before, even if two users assign the same rating score to the same
item, their preferences to aspects may be different. Figure 11 illustrates the situation by the
comparison of the UAPs of two sampled users (user1 name: “blackaciddevil” and user2
name: “Michael Kerner” ) on Amazon dataset. “Device”, “Vision”, “Music”, “Character”,
“Operation” are the five aspects extracted from Amazon dataset. For the sampled item
(item name: B002I094AC), the two users all assign the same rating score 4. Although their
rating scores are the same for this item, from Figure 11, we can observe that their pref-
erences to aspects are different. User1 shows great interests in “Vision”, “Operation” and

Figure 11 The comparisons of the UAPs of the two users
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Figure 12 The preference profiles of the two users

“Device” aspects. User2 prefers to “Device”, “Vision” and “Music” aspects. On “Music”
and “Operation” aspects, their preferences are obviously different.

Figure 12 shows the preference profiles of the two users on aspects, which illustrates the
related words frequently mentioned by the two users. The more frequently a related word
is mentioned, the bigger its corresponding font size is. Figure 12 tells us that user1 focuses
on “graphic”, “3d”, “game” and “time”, while user2 cares more about “nintendo”, “song”,
“ps4” and “wii”, which indicates that the vital preferences (represented by the related words)
are different even if the users assign the same rating score to an item.

4.4.3 Capturing sentiment difference on item aspects

Even if two items have the same overall rating score, their review sentiment on aspects may
be different. Table 6 shows two sampled items (item1 name: Hotel 86984 and item2 name:
Hotel 148789) that have the same overall rating score 4.1 and their IAQs on TripAdvisor
dataset. Figure 13 shows the result of the comparison of their IAQs. We can observe that the
review sentiment of item1 on “Room” and “Furniture” aspects is better than that of item2.
The review sentiment of item2 on “Traffic” aspect outperforms that of item1.

In conclusion, for two users who assign the same rating score to the same item, they
possibly have different preferences to aspects. Likewise, for two items that have the same
rating score, their review sentiment on each aspect may be different. AMF can effectively
capture the aspect-level differences, which is significant to make the recommendations more
convincing.

5 Related work

In this section, we briefly review the related work with our research, including collaborative
filtering, sentiment-based recommendation, and topic-based recommendation.

Table 6 The IAQs of the two items

Item Room Location Service Traffic Furniture

Item1 4.38 3.57 4.66 1.36 3.72

Item2 3.41 4.09 4.77 3.69 2.59
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Figure 13 The comparisons of the IAQs of the two items

Collaborative filtering Collaborative Filtering (CF) based approaches [4, 15, 34, 38]
make rating prediction using a decomposition of a user-item rating matrix, and fall into
two categories, the memory based CF [6, 11, 12] and the model based CF [16, 17, 31].
The memory-based CF approaches generally recommend items based on user similarity or
item similarity evaluated based on transaction records. Matrix factorization (MF) is one
of the most popular model-based CF methods in recent years which achieves the state-of-
the-art performance on multiple practical applications. There are various MF algorithms,
including Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [17, 33], Non-negative Matrix Factoriza-
tion (NMF) [18], Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (PMF) [25], and Max-Margin Matrix
Factorization (MMMF) [31]. However, these approaches only rely on the rating information
of items for recommendation, which limits their recommendation performance.

Topic-based explainable recommendation Topic-based approaches utilize topic mod-
els, e.g. LDA [24, 45], to uncover topics from reviews for recommendation. McAuley et
al. come up with a Hidden Factors as Topics model that jointly models reviews and rat-
ings, which combines the topic distribution over reviews and latent factor vectors obtained
by a matrix factorization [21]. Ling et al. propose a unified model that combines topic
models with CF to improve prediction accuracy [19]. Bao et al. propose a novel matrix
factorization model TopicMF which simultaneously considers the ratings and reviews [3].
Almahairi et al. propose two models to learn distributed representations from reviews for
collaborative filtering [1]. Wang et al. leverage topic models to discover explainable latent
factors in matrix factorization for explainable recommendation [38]. Musat et al. propose a
topic profile collaborative filtering to predict ratings at topic level [27]. Chen et al. propose
a context-aware collaborative topic regression method with social matrix factorization for
recommendation [4]. However, these methods cannot quantify user preferences and the sen-
timent of item reviews at topic level, and most of them ignore sentiment information which
is able to help to explain recommendation results.

Sentiment-based explainable recommendation Sentiment-based methods utilize the
sentiment analysis [2, 13, 20, 26] for recommendation. They explore user opinion [32,
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35, 39, 40] from reviews by means of a sentiment lexicon [8, 36, 37] or corpus [14, 28,
44] and integrate these opinion information into recommendations. Pappas et al. propose a
sentiment-aware nearest neighbor model for multimedia recommendations [29]. Pero et al.
propose a rating prediction framework utilizing both ratings provided by users and opinions
inferred from their reviews [30]. Zhang et al. propose an Explicit Factor Models to integrate
explicit sentiment information extracted from reviews into matrix factorization for recom-
mendations [43]. Diao et al. propose a probabilistic model to jointly model ratings and
sentiments for recommendation based on collaborative filtering and topic modeling [7]. He
et al. devise a generic algorithm TriRank for recommendation ranking on tripartite graphs of
user-item-aspect [10]. Chen et al. propose a tensor decomposition algorithm to learn to rank
user preferences based on phrase-level sentiment analysis across multiple categories [5].
However, these methods cannot serve our goal because they cannot contrastively analyze
fine-grained sentiment differences of user reviews on items.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose an Aspect-based Matrix Factorization model (AMF) for explain-
able recommendation. AMF makes recommendation by fusing auxiliary aspect information
extracted from reviews into matrix factorization. To quantitatively evaluate aspects, we pro-
pose two metrics: User Aspect Preference (UAP) and Item Aspect Quality (IAQ). UAP
reveals user preference to a specific aspect and IAQ assesses the review sentiment of item
on an aspect, by which we can make the recommendations explainable and convincing. To
improve the accuracy of rating prediction, we assemble UAPs and IAQs into two matrices
UAP Matrix (UAPM) and IAQ Matrix (IAQM), respectively, which are used as constraints
fused into collaborative decomposition of the item rating matrix. The results of the exten-
sive experiments conducted on real datasets verify the recommendation performance and
explanatory ability of AMF.
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